
Homework #4 Ling201, Feb. 15

Due Date:  Tursday 2/24, at the beginning of class.

1.  Spanish Lenition

Spanish is an Indo-European language, spoken by 350 million people in Spain, Latin America, and 
the U.S.

(a) Find the fricatives [β] and [ɣ] on the audible IPA charts online and listen to them.  Also, make a 
note of their features (place, manner, and voicing).

(b) Based on the words below, do [b] and [β] belong to separate phonemes of Spanish, or are they
allophones of a single phoneme?  What about [d̪] vs. [ð]?  What about [ɡ] vs. [ɣ]?

a. [d̪rama] ‘drama’ i. [suel̪d̪o] ‘salary’ q. [imbierno] ‘winter’

b. [d̪olor] ‘pain’ j. [d̪urar] ‘to last’ r. [bino] ‘s/he came’

c. [an̪d̪a] ‘s/he walks’ k. [t̪ol̪d̪o] ‘certain’ s. [uβa] ‘grape’

d. [kaða] ‘each’ l. [fal̪d̪a] ‘skirt’ t. [ɡolpe] ‘hit’

e. [d̪ime] ‘tell me’ m. [d̪iβino] ‘divine’ u. [ɡat̪o] ‘cat’

f. [komiða] ‘food’ n. [kaβo] ‘end’ v. [aɣo] ‘I do’

g. [laðo] ‘side’ o. [leɣal] ‘legal’ w. [iɣaðo] ‘liver’

h. [oðio] ‘hatred’ p. [brot̪ar] ‘to sprout’ x. [t̪eŋɡo] ‘I have’

(c) In each case where you found two allophones of one phoneme, give a rule predicting where 
each of the two allophones will occur.  Also, which of the two allophones would you consider to 
be the basic one?

(d) If you wrote more than one rule in part (c), try to consolidate them into a single general rule that 
refers to natural classes of sounds rather than specifc sounds.  For example, if you had to refer
to [p], [t] and [k], you could just say voiceless stops.

(e) Consider the Spanish word [d̪eðo] ‘fnger’.  In Spanish orthography (which we’ve been
ignoring up until now), this word is spelled dedo.  Why do you think the sounds [d̪] and [ð] 
would both be spelled with the letter D?  If you ran into a Spanish word that you’d never heard 
before (e.g. dentadura) could you predict how each D would be pronounced?

(f) Consider the Spanish words [baka] ‘cow’ and [baka] ‘roof-rack’.  In Spanish orthography these 
words are spelled vaca and baca respectively.  Why do you think there would be two ways of 
spelling the single sound [b]?  (Hint: What might this tell us about an earlier stage of the 
language?)  Does this pose a problem for people learning to spell Spanish words based on 
the modern pronunciation?

(g) Continuing with the two words in part (f), what do you think the following sentence means?  
Could it mean more than one thing?  Why are the two highlighted words pronounced with a [β] 
rather than a [b]?  What caused the pronunciation to change in this context?

IPA:  [ es imposible poneɾ una βaka en una βaka ]
Translation:  ‘It’s impossible to put a                   on a                   .’



2.  Distribution of [ju] in British and American English

(a) In a number of words where British English has the sound [ju], many Americans have just [u].  
Let’s assume that in 1776, American colonists pronounced all these [ju] sounds the same way 
British people do today.  Which words changed from having [ju] to having [u]?  Write a concise
rule that states the circumstances in which the change took place.

British American British American

a. [pjuwə] [pjuɹ] ‘pure’ h. [vju] [vju] ‘view’

b. [tjulɪp] [tulɪp] ‘tulip’ i. [sjut] [sut] ‘suit’

c. [kjut] [kjut] ‘cute’ j. [hju] [hju] ‘hue’

d. [əbjus] [əbjus] ‘abuse’ (n.) k. [mjuz] [mjuz] ‘muse’

e. [djuz] [duz] ‘dues’ l. [nju] [nu] ‘new’

f. [ɑɡju] [ɑɹɡju] ‘argue’ m. [ljud] [lud] ‘lewd’

g. [fju] [fju] ‘few’

(b) Now consider the word enthuse, which is pronounced in [ɛnθjuz] British and [ɛnθuz] in 
American English.  Does this example require you to modify your rule from above?  How so?

(c) Given the data below, do the sounds [ju] and [u] contrast in British English?  What about in 
American English?  For each dialect, if the two sounds do contrast in that dialect, is there a set 
of environments where the contrast is neutralized?  Connect your answer here to your 
discussion from above.

British American British American

a. [fjul] [fjul] ‘fuel’ k. [dju] [du] ‘due’

b. [ful] [ful] ‘fool’ l. [du] [du] ‘do’

c. [mjuz] [mjuz] ‘muse’ m. [njud] [nud] ‘nude’

d. [muz] [muz] ‘moos’ (like a cow) n. [nudl̩] [nudl]̩ ‘noodle’

e. [kju] [kju] ‘cue’ o. [tjun] [tun] ‘tune’

f. [ku] [ku] ‘coo’ (like a bird) p. [tun] [tun] ‘toon’

g. [juz] [juz] ‘use’ q. [ljut] [lut] ‘lute’

h. [uz] [uz] ‘ooze’ r. [lut] [lut] ‘loot’

i. [bjuti] [bjuɾi] ‘beauty’ s. [sjupə] [supɹ̩] ‘super’

j. [buti] [buɾi] ‘booty’ t. [sup] [sup] ‘soup’

(d) British English has words like room [ɹum] and rude [ɹud], but no British words start with [ɹju].  
Similarly, British English has zoo [zu] and zoom [zum], but has no words starting with [zju].
Do these facts necessitate a revision to your discussion above?  How so?



3.  English Plural Allomorphy

In English, we add a sufx to the end of a noun to mark it as plural, as in the -s at the end of cups.
Tis sufx is called the plural morpheme.

(a) Te English plural morpheme can be pronounced in three diferent ways.  Tese difering 
pronunciations of a morpheme are called allomorphs.

Afer identifying the three allomorphs, give a concise rule that predicts how the plural form of a 
noun will be constructed from the singular form.  In writing your rule, use natural classes 
whenever possible.

a. [kʌps] ‘cups’ i. [mɪθs] ‘myths’ q. [wajɹz] ‘wires’

b. [plejts] ‘plates’ j. [lejðz] ‘lathes’ r. [wilz] ‘wheels’

c. [klɑks] ‘clocks’ k. [bʌsəz] ‘busses’ s. [dejz] ‘days’

d. [dʒɑbz] ‘jobs’ l. [mejzəz] ‘mazes’ t. [ʃowz] ‘shows’

e. [kɪdz] ‘kids’ m. [bʊʃəz] ‘bushes’ u. [kluz] ‘clues’

f. [bæɡz] ‘bags’ n. [ɡəɹɑʒəz] ‘garages’ v. [piz] ‘peas’

g. [ɡɹæfs] ‘graphs’ o. [wɪtʃəz] ‘witches’

h. [kejvz] ‘caves’ p. [dʒʌdʒəz] ‘judges’

(b) Which of the three allomorphs would you say is the basic one, and why?

(c) Choose ten nouns that end with the sound [p].  Write them down in English orthography, and 
also give their IPA.  Which allomorph of the plural form would be used with these words?

(d) Pronounce to yourself the plural forms of the 33 nouns in the chart below.  Which of the nouns 
follow the regular pattern you saw above?  For the nouns that don’t follow the pattern, how is 
the irregular plural formed?

Can you predict based on the sounds in a particular word whether it will follow the regular 
pattern or the irregular pattern?  If so, give a rule that predicts when each form will be used.
If not, give a minimal or near-minimal pair that shows why it is not likely to be predictable.

a. [najf] ‘knife’ l. [lif] ‘leaf ’ H. [sejf] ‘safe’

b. [ʃɛlf] ‘shelf ’ m. [lajf] ‘life’ I. [klɪf] ‘clif’

c. [skɑɹf] ‘scarf ’ n. [sɛlf] ‘self ’ J. [tʃif] ‘chief ’

d. [wajf] ‘wife’ o. [hʊf] ‘hoof ’ K. [wɔɹf] ‘wharf ’

e. [hæf] ‘half ’ A. [ɹɛf] ‘ref ’ L. [smɹ̩f] ‘smurf ’

f. [lowf] ‘loaf ’ B. [ɡɹæf] ‘graph’ M. [spuf] ‘spoof ’

g. [ɛlf] ‘elf ’ C. [kɑf] ‘cough’ N. [plejɑf] ‘playof’

h. [ɹuf] ‘roof ’ D. [iɹmʌf] ‘earmuf’ O. [skʌf] ‘scuf’

i. [kæf] ‘calf ’ E. [kʌf] ‘cuf’ P. [dʒəɹæf] ‘girafe’

j. [wʊlf] ‘wolf ’ F. [tɹajʌmf] ‘triumph’ Q. [ɡuf] ‘goof ’

k. [dwɔɹf] ‘dwarf ’ G. [tɹ̩f] ‘turf ’ R. [tɹ̩nɑf] ‘turn-of’



(e) From the 33 words in part (d), pick fve that you feel have probably been in the English 
language for a long time.  Tese should be words that are either extremely basic vocabulary, or 
words that you can imagine hearing in old fairy tales or fables.  Write down how these words 
pluralize.  Next, pick fve words out of the 33 that you are fairly confdent are relatively recent 
additions to English, and write down how these words pluralize.

State a generalization about how the plural is formed based on how old the word is.
Don’t worry if there appear to be some exceptions.

(f) In Old English (~450–1150 A.D.), the plural was typically formed by adding the sounds [ɛs] to 
the end of a noun.  Also, recall from the Intermediate Phonology Worksheet that in Old English, 
[f] and [v] were allophones of a single phoneme.  Te sound [v] only occurred in between two 
voiced sounds, and [f] occurred elsewhere.

Do these facts help to explain the irregular plurals above?  How so?  Let’s assume that in 1150, 
knife sounded like [knif].  What would happen when the plural morpheme [ɛs] was added?

(g) What happened to the plural morpheme itself between 1150 and now?

(h) Are [f] and [v] still allophones of one phoneme?  How do you know?  If I invented a new word, 
and told a modern English speaker the plural was [skɹowvz], what would they think the singular 
was, and why?

(i) Did the words girafe and goof exist in Old English?  Find the date of their frst recorded use in 
the Oxford English Dictionary (linked on the course webpage).  If these words had existed in 
Old English what would you guess their plural forms would have sounded like in the year 1150? 
And if they’d had this history, what would their plural forms sound like today?

(j) Extra Credit:  Based on your answers in (c–h), how do you think the Old English phoneme /p/ 
            was pronounced when it occurred in between two voiced sounds?  Is it likely that 

/p/, like /f/, had a voiced allophone that occurred between voiced sounds?  Why 
or why not?

(k) Extra Credit:  Based on your answers above, do you think the word turf existed in Old English?
           Why or why not?  Now check the OED.  Were you right?  If not, ponder deeply.


